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Contested Idenies Catholic Women Religious
A controversial new book by a British philosopher defends the right
of trans people to live free of harassment and discrimination, but
argues that emphasis on gender identity instead of biological sex ...
Contested identities: feminism and gender
Specific Ruling That Does Not Create a License to Discriminate
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Based on Religious
WASHINGTON — The Supreme Court
England
And Beliefs
Wales
today ruled in Fulton v. City of Philadelphia that city officials’
decision not ...

Supreme Court Decision Does Not Create a License to
Discriminate
Family Research Council President Tony Perkins released the
following statement: "The decision today by the Supreme Court is a
substantial win for religious liberty. In a time of growing hostility ...
Supreme Court Gives Victory To Religious Liberty, Children, Says
Family Research Council
With fewer men and women religious and fewer clergy as faculty ...
theology departments require a corresponding commitment to
Catholic identity. Beyond money, however, theology departments ...
The Crisis in Catholic Theology
The Supreme Court just ruled that adoptive families like mine are
worth protecting. 2. From the Becket Fund for Religious Liberty:
Unanimous Supreme Court protects foster moms ...
Ten Quick Reactions to Today’s Fulton Victory for Children in
Philadelphia
Many LGBTQ+ Catholics confront the religion's teaching on samesex sexual acts and leave the church. But some are like me: They
stay and wrestle with the church.
Wrestling with God: Why faith remains important for the LGBTQ+
community
The case concerns the city of Philadelphia’s 2018 decision to notify
Catholic Social Services in the Archdiocese of Philadelphia that its
policy not to place foster care children with same-sex couples ...
As Supreme Court Weighs Catholic Adoption Agency Ruling,
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Millions into Anti-Religious Freedom Efforts
England
And
In recent years, Argentina has experienced a mighty social
movement, as many thousands of women have worn green to show
support ... perhaps 25 or 30 percent of the population will claim a
Latino ...
How did abortion become legal in majority-Catholic Argentina?
Sports in Africa, Past and Present examines the role played by
leisure and professional sports in shaping African life, including
resisting colonialism.
Sport in Africa: book delivers insights into the games, people and
politics
In earlier periods, in so-called Catholic countries, the category
“Catholic” encompassed the whole of society and the definition
was bound up with national and ethnic identities. In non-Catholic ...
The Catholic Studies Reader
It's all about fertility! But that's a whole other tangent we'll save for
spring), several Halloween traditions have origin stories deeply
rooted in mythology. So keep reading to learn about Halloween ...
The Origin Story of Halloween Is Deeper and Darker Than You
Imagined
and I would add that theology departments could enhance Catholic
identity through continued engagement with the Christian tradition
and other disciplines, more integrated formation of students and ...
Theology departments can’t just focus on academics. Spiritual and
moral formation are needed, too.
Camosy: Perhaps it is a product of the current intra-Catholic debates
going on at the moment, but I have to note critiques of religious ...
who identity as gay or lesbian or against women seeking ...
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On April 20 the Northern Ireland Assembly passed a non-binding
resolution calling for a ban on conversion therapy “in all its forms.”
The motion, which passed 59-24, called on Communities ...
Christians in Northern Ireland concerned about push for vague
'conversion therapy' ban
A writer of a measure that sought to ban transgender students from
playing on sports teams based on their gender identity is a certified
... when many women are not even aware they are pregnant ...
‘Contested, Heated Culture Wars’ Mark Ultraconservative Texas
Session
These efforts to create a gay-friendly Catholicism highlight the
careful path the Catholic Church and its clergy must walk in liberal
places like New York, an important American religious center ...
These Catholic Parishes Welcome New York’s L.G.B.T.Q.
Community
Grant listings from wealthy philanthropies and strategic political
donor networks show that millions of dollars continue to pour into
advocacy groups and other NGOs opposed to broad religious
freedom ...
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